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adhesively secured to the face 60 of the backing sheet 43,

thin film (0.00025-0.002 inch thick typically) stock as
cellophane, polyester, polyethylene, polypropylene, cellu
lose acetate-butyrate, oriented styrene, polyvinylidene
chloride-vinyl chloride copolymer (Saran), polyvinyl

in view of the absence of a release coat on the face 60.

The release coated face 59 of the sheet 43 provides a
weak adhesion of the laminate 44 to the face 59. By
using the handles 59 and 56, one removes the backing
sheet 47, and the indicia on the laminate label sheet 40
are rotatingly registered and covered by the laminate 44.
The combination of properly registered laminates 44 and
40 are then removed from the backing sheet 43 at the

perforated opening line 54, and the combination mounted

chloride or the like.
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on a desired surface.

Referring to FIGURE, 5 in detail, I show still another

modification of my detachable, single, continuous, straight

line, fixed position hinge 95. The cross sectional view of
FIGURE 5 clearly shows the modified hinge 95, which is
utilized in a plan view assembly construction similar to
that of FIGURE 2. In FIGURE 5, the label sheet com
bination 80 consists of the paper, or the like, sheet 81
having an indicia side 84 and an opposed side covered
with a first pressure sensitive adhesive coating 82. The
coating 82 is adhesively secured to a filexible backing
sheet 83 having release coatings on both faces of said
sheet. The pair of opposed margin area portions 86 and
98 locate the combination 80 on the backing sheet 83
with reference to relative margin positions, as in FG
URE 2. The backing sheet 83 has an additional rotatable
margin area portion formed by a longitudinal crease 87
also being a hinge, said margin area portion extending
from the crease 87 to the terminus 88 of the backing
sheet 83. The transparent combination laminate sheet
90 consists of the transparent film area sheet 91 covered
on one side by the transparent second pressure sensitive
adhesive coating 92. The coating 92 is adhesively se
cured to the flexible backing sheet 89, said backing sheet

89 having a release coated face adjacent said adhesive
coating 92, to provide for ready removal of said sheet 89.
Sheet 89 has the margin area portion handle 96 and a
second handle 97 formed by a crease 93 in the backing
sheet. The detachable, single, continuous, straight line,
fixed position hinge 95 is formed by adhesively securing
an adhesive coating 92 margin area portion of the lami
nate sheet 90, free from the second backing sheet 89, con
tinuously to the additional margin area portion of the
first backing sheet 83, formed by the crease 87 and ex

tending to the terminus 88 of the sheet 83. The label as
sembly modification of FIGURE 5 is utilized much as
the previously described modifications. After imprinting
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mation on retail items. Instructions on the use of items
40

45

register the laminate sheet 90 on the indicia 84, the pair

label sheet area, coated on one side with a first pressure
sensitive adhesive layer and with a second indicia side,
suitable for handwriting, typing, hand-stamping or print
ing on the secönd side of the label. On uniformly con
tacting the indicia located on the surface of the label with
the laminate of transparent fiexible film and transparent
pressure sensitive adhesive, by uniformly pressing the film
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adhesive laminate onto the indicia surface, the film-ad

hesive laminate can not then be removed from the infor

mation surface without visibly altering the information.

The label device will be very useful in the technical
laboratory to protect data on a label from moisture and
other solvents.
Obviously many modifications and variations of my
improvements in label combinations are possible in light
of the above teachings. It is therefore understood that
within the scope of the appended claims, the invention
may be practised otherwise than as specifically described;
or specifically covered by my claims.

1. A label assembly comprising: a label sheet having
an indicia side and a second side, said second side covered
by a first pressure sensitive adhesive coating; a transpar
ent laminate sheet larger in area than said label sheet and
consisting of a transparent film sheet and a transparent
Second pressure sensitive adhesive coating completely
covering one side of said film sheet; at least one first
flexible backing sheet having at least one release coated
face, said one release coated face coplanar mounted on
and completely covering said first adhesive coating, said
at least one first backing sheet having at least one first
area margin handle free from said label sheet; a margin
area portion of said transparent laminate sheet forming
a Second area margin handle; at least one second backing
sheet having at least one release coat, one said at least
one release coat coplanar mounted on and completely
covering all of said transparent second adhesive coating,
eXcluding said second area margin handle; and one said
first area margin handle joined to said second area margin
handle to provide a single line hinge means, said hinge
means rotatably locating said transparent second adhesive
coating in register adjacent said label indicia side.

The first pressure sensitive adhesive film or layer, se
cured to the paper label is not necessarily transparent. It
may be either transparent, opaque or pigmented, as is de

2. A label assembly comprising: a label sheet having

sirable.

The transparent film means may be selected from such

may also be protected by printing the instruction on the
paper label and applying the label device to the items.

I claim:
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of registered laminates 80. and 90 are then removed from
the backing sheet 83 and adhesively secured on the de

sired surface. The flexible coated backing sheet tempo
rarily attached to the transparent film-adhesive combina
tion is dimentioned to provide a backing area covering
the adhesive and an additional area for a handle for ready
Tremoval of the backing sheet.
In my invention i I prefer to use a simple paper base

I also propose to formulate the first pressure sensitive
adhesive layer covering one surface of the paper label, in
order to secure greater adhesion of the paper label to the
final application surface. If the application surface is.
a plastic container as in many modern forms of packag
ing of retail store items, it is desirable to formulate the
pressure sensitive layer to form a more permanent bond
with the plastic film of the container. - Thus, the addition
of a plasticizer to the pressure sensitive adhesive, which
is also soluble in the plastic container material will in
crease the bond strength of the pressure sensitive adhesive
plastic combination. Plastic containers made of cellulose
acetate butyrate and vinylchloride-vinyl acetate copolymer
may be plasticized by dibutyl phthelate or tri cresyl phos
phate.
I may use my label device for securing free from altera

tion drug prescription label information and price infor

indicia 84 on the label combination 80, the handles 97

and 96 of the backing sheet 89 are used to remove the
backing sheet 89 and the transparent laminate sheet 90
is rotated above the label sheet 81 by the hinge 95 to

The transparent pressure sensitive adhesive coating con
tiguously completely covering one side of the transparent
film is properly formulated and coated on the transparent
film to provide a permanent bond to the film.
The flexible backing sheets used to temporarily coat the
two pressure sensitive adhesive areas of the label device,
prior to final application, are sheets of paper, cloth, im
pregnated paper or non-woven fibrous film combinations.
The above listed types of sheets are coated or impreg
nated with properly formulated products designed to
permit the flexible backing pieces to adhere to the tacky
pressure sensitive adhesive surfaces, until removed by
pulling off the backing sheets from the adhesive surfaces
just before final application of the label device.
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an indicia side and a second side, said second side
covered by a first pressure sensitive adhesive coating; a
transparent laminate sheet larger in area than said label

3,153,868
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sheet and consisting of a transparent film sheet and a
transparent second pressure sensitive adhesive coating
completely covering one side of said film sheet; a first
flexible backing sheet having at least one release coated
face, one said release coated face coplanar mounted on
and completely covering said first adhesive coating, said
first backing sheet having at least one first area margin
handle free from said label sheet; a margin area portion
of said transparent laminate sheet forming a second area
margin handle; a second release coated backing sheet co
planar mounted on the remaining portion of said trans
parent second adhesive coating, excluding that second
coating forming a portion of said second area margin
handle, the release coated face of said second backing
sheet adjacent said second adhesive coating; and one
said first area margin handle joined to said second area
margin handle to form a single line hinge means, said
hinge means locating said transparent second adhesive
coating in register adjacent said label indicia side.
3. A label assembly comprising: a label sheet having an
indicia side and a second side, said second side covered
by a first pressure sensitive adhesive coating; a transparent
laminate sheet larger in area than said label sheet and
consisting of a transparent film sheet and a transparent
second pressure sensitive adhesive coating completely
covering one side of said film sheet; at least one first
flexible backing sheet, having a release coat on one side
of said first backing sheet, said release coated side
mounted on and completely covering said first adhesive
coating, said at least one first backing sheet having at least
one first area release coated side margin handle free from
said label sheet; a margin area portion of said transparent
laminate sheet forming a second area margin handle, a
second flexible backing sheet having at least one release
coated side, one said release coated side coplanar mounted
on and completely covering all of the transparent second

an indicia side and a second side, said second side covered

by a first pressure sensitive adhesive coating; a transparent
laminate sheet larger in area than said label sheet and
consisting of a transparent film sheet and a transparent
second pressure sensitive adhesive coating completely
covering one side of said film sheet; at least one first flex
ible backing sheet, having release coatings on both sides
thereof, one release coated side mounted on and com
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adhesive coating, excluding that coating forming a por

tion of said second area margin handle; and one said first
area handle adhesively joined to said second area handle

to provide a continuous, straight line, fixed position hinge,
locating said transparent second adhesive coating in reg
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ister adjacent said label indicia face.

4. A label assembly as claimed in claim 3, wherein the

straight line, fixed position hinge comprises an adhesive
bond between the side of the first area margin handle
opposite the release coat side and the second area margin
handle, in combination with a rupturable line in said ad
hesive bond, said rupturable line formed by a multiple
series of closely spaced openings in said transparent
laminate.
5. A label assembly comprising: a label sheet having
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pletely covering said first adhesive coating, one said first
backing sheet having a first area margin handle, consisting
of a creased hinge overlay of the overfolded first backing
sheet free from said label sheet; a margin area portion
of said transparent laminate sheet forming a second area
margin handle, and the remaining said transparent lami
nate sheet completely covered on the adhesive side by
at least one copianar mounted release coated side of a
second flexible backing sheet; and said first area margin
handle adhesively joined to said second area margin
handie to provide a straight line, fixed position hinge,
locating said transparent adhesive coating in register ad
jacent said label indicia face.
6. A label assembly comprising: a label sheet having
an indicia side and a second side, said second side com
pletely covered by a first pressure sensitive adhesive coat
ing; a first backing sheet larger in area than said label
sheet and having a release coated face on one side thereof,
said backing sheet release coated side secured to said first

adhesive coating and also providing a first area margin
handle excluding said label sheet; a transparent laminate
sheet consisting of a transparent flexible film sheet larger
in area than said ?abel sheet and a transparent second
pressure sensitive adhesive coating completely covering
one side of said transparent film; a margin area portion
of said transparent laminate sheet forming a second area
margin handle, a second backing sheet having a release
coated side thereon, said release coated side of second
backing sheet completely covering all of said second ad
hesive coating, excluding that second adhesive coating
portion forming a portion of a second area margin por
tion; and a detachable, fixed position hinge means formed
by adhesively joining said first area margin handle and
said second area margin handle, rotatably locating said
second adhesive coating in register adjacent said label
indicia side.
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